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In image retrieval tasks, the single-layer convolutional feature has insufficient image semantic representation ability. A new image
description algorithm ML-RCroW based on multilayer multiregion cross-weighted aggregational deep convolutional features is
proposed. First, the ML-RCroW algorithm inputs an image into the VGG16 (a deep convolutional neural network developed by
researchers at Visual Geometry Group and Google DeepMind) network model in which the fully connected layer is discarded.The
visual feature information in the convolutional neural network (CNN) is extracted, and the target response weight map is generated
by combining with the spatial weighting algorithm of the target fuzzy marker. Then, visual features in the CNN are divided into
multiple regions, and the pixels of each region are weighted by regional spatial weight, regional channel weight, and regional weight.
The image global vector is generated by aggregating and encoding every region in the weighted featuremap. Finally, features of each
layer of the VGG16 network model are extracted and then aggregated and dimensionally reduced to obtain the final feature vector
of the image. The experiments are carried out on the Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets provided by Oxford VGG. The experimental
results show that the average accuracy of image retrieval based on the image feature description algorithm ML-RCroW is better
than that achieved by the other commonly used algorithms such as SPoC, R-MAC, and CroW.

1. Introduction

Content-based image retrieval is one of the most active
research topics in the field of computer vision and has
attracted increasing attention in theoretical and practical
research [1]. Although content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
technology has been widely used in the past few decades,
creating a compact and discriminative descriptor for illumi-
nation variation, shape deformation, and background clutter
is still a challenging problem [2]. With the development
of deep learning technology, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have made a series of breakthroughs in a wide range
of computer vision applications, such as image classification
[3, 4], target detection [5], semantic segmentation [6], and
visual Q&A [7].

Early CNN-based image retrieval algorithms used the
activation value of the fully connected layer as the global
feature description vector. Razavian et al. [8] studied the

CNN model trained by the ImageNet dataset as a black box
feature extractor for image retrieval and achieved consid-
erable results. Babenko et al. [9] proposed a neural code
algorithm that uses principal component analysis (PCA) to
compress depth features, showing that the visual features
extracted by CNN are superior to traditional scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) compact descriptors. Gong et al. [10]
introduced multiscale orderless pooling (MOP), combining
the all-connected layer features extracted in CNN with the
unordered vector of the local aggregated descriptors (VLAD)
encoding algorithm [11], which is better than previous algo-
rithms.

Recently, the popularity of image retrieval research has
shifted from the fully connected layer of CNN to the convo-
lutional layer [12]. Compared with the fully connected layer
feature with a global receptive field, features extracted by
the convolutional layer retain more local features and spatial
information of the image.The convolutional layer features are
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more robust to image transformation and are therefore more
suitable for image retrieval. Babenko et al. [13] aggregated
convolutions using sum-pooling algorithm (sum-pooling)
layer features, resulting in a more compact global image
representation, and further demonstrated that the aggregated
deep convolutional feature algorithm is superior to shallow
features (such as SIFT) due to its highly differentiated features
and different distribution characteristics. Kalantidis et al.
[14] extended the summation pooling algorithm by the
cross-weighting algorithm (CroW), after extracting the deep
convolution feature from the last layer of CNN, each spatial
location and each channel are weighted, and finally the
final aggregation result is obtained by sum-pooling, which
further enhanced image feature representation ability. Simul-
taneously, Tolias et al. [15] proposed an R-MAC algorithm
that divides multiple image areas of different sizes directly
on the convolutional layer and then performs maximum
pooling. This algorithm does not require multiple MOP-
CNN algorithms to input images of different regions to
the network multiple times. The feature representation of
multiple regions of similar images improves the performance
of image retrieval. However, the R-MAC algorithm does not
take into account the influence of background and image
chaos and give these areas the same weights as the target,
which affects the representation of image features. Dong et al.
[16] proposed amultiregion cross-weighted aggregation deep
convolution feature description algorithm-RCroW, which
effectively utilized the spatial weight and the channel weight
of the image to improve the retrieval accuracy.

Recent research has also shown that multiscale convolu-
tional features play an important role in the field of computer
vision. Li et al. [17] used five hierarchical convolutional
featuremaps for target tracking. Liu et al. [18] proposed using
multiscale convolutional feature maps to deal with target
detection problems. Ng et al. [19] proposed a method for
extracting convolutional featuremaps fromdifferent network
layers and for using VLAD to encode features for image
retrieval. However, how to use multiscale convolutional fea-
ture maps to improve retrieval accuracy is still an open ques-
tion. In this paper, a multilayer multiregion cross-weighted
matrix aggregation deep convolutional feature (ML-RCroW)
algorithm is proposed for image retrieval based on the
literature [16]. The contributions are summarized as follows.

First, this paper considers the influence of background
and noise region when generating spatial weights and pro-
poses a spatial weighting algorithm combining target fuzzy
markers with weighting strategies. The image target area
is well preserved and the noise area is discarded, further
improving the performance of the CNN visual features.

Second, the influence of region weight in the regional
strategy is considered, and an algorithm for weighting the
region is proposed that mitigates the effects of repeated
summation of image chaos and background-generated
responses due to equal region weights. Moreover, it com-
bines the spatial weighting algorithm to assign weights to
feature maps in multiple regions to generate image feature
vectors.

Finally, the different levels of aggregation features inCNN
are connected, and multiscale features are aggregated into a

vector for image retrieval by using the complementary advan-
tages of different levels. Experiments on the Oxford5k and
Paris6k datasets show that, compared with algorithms such
as R-MAC and CroW, the proposed algorithm is competitive
in terms of accuracy and effectiveness.

2. Related Work

Early image retrieval algorithms used the SIFT feature, which
focused on generating image representations using local
feature descriptors and aggregation strategies to describe the
features of an image, for example, visual bag-of-words (BoW)
and variants of various word-packagemodels, such as VLAD,
Fisher vector, and triangulation embedding. Furthermore,
Yousuf et al. improved the performance of CBIR on the basis
of visual words fusion of the SIFT and local intensity order
pattern (LIOP) descriptors [20].

Recently, the application ofmultiscale feature aggregation
algorithms in computer vision tasks has been shown to bring
about effective improvements. One of the most common
examples of using multiscale features in traditional image
algorithms is spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [21], which
improves image retrieval performance by aggregating a single
long vector by multi-image BoW vectors of an image size. In
work related to CNNs in multiscale features, the most com-
mon method directly uses multiscale image input to a CNN
and extracts multiple convolutional layer features. Gong et al.
[10] extracted CNN features directly from multiscale images
in image retrieval and classification tasks. Inspired by the
success of image classification, CNN’s feature extractor has
also been applied to other recognition tasks. For example,
such feature extractors and all relevant network parameters
have been published in a study [22]. Moreover, this study
emphasizes that since the lower layers are unlikely to contain
rich semantic information, feature vectors from the last three
convolutional layers are mainly evaluated. Since lower layers
are unlikely to contain rich semantic information, the main
evaluation relies on the last three convolutional layer feature
extractors. Some pixel tagging tasks attempt to enrich pixel
representations by concatenating semantic information by
linking feature extractors from different layers (e.g., object
segmentation [23] and boundary detection [24]). These tasks
combine the characteristics of the upper and lower levels and
have achieved good results.

Z. Mehmood et al. [25] proposed combining a histogram
of global visual words of the entire image with a histogram
of visual words on a partial rectangular region of the image
to generate a feature representation of the image. The local
histogram of constructing visual words on the rectangular
region of the image proposed by the method can effectively
utilize the spatial information of the BoVM model. N. Ali
et al. [26] proposed a novel visual words integration of
SIFT and speeded-up robust features (SURF). SIFT features
are more robust to image scale and rotation, and SURF
features aremore robust to illumination variations.The image
features obtained by this method are capable of producing
good retrieval performance and have the advantages of fast
indexing and scalability. Z. Mehmood et al. [27] proposed a
new method for speech separation of unmarked static noise
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audio signals using the deep trusted network (DBN) model.
Themethod can effectively separate themusic signal from the
noisy audio stream, remove the static noise using the hidden
layer separation model of the recurrent neural network
(RNN), and then use the dictionary-based Fisher algorithm
for speech classification. K.A.Qazi et al. [28] proposed two
novel methods, VMIaC and FibC, to solve the semantic
gap between image semantic concepts and local features of
images in machine learning-based image retrieval. These
two methods effectively utilize the complementarity of visual
vocabulary and the complementarity of image features to
improve retrieval performance.

Yoo et al. [29] proposed a method of inputting different
scale images into a CNN and extracting the output features
of fully connected layers using the Fisher vector algorithm to
generate a single feature vector. Farabet et al. [30] cascaded
CNN visual features of different scale images in the same
CNN layer to generate a single feature vector.

Considering that the pretraining model of the target
classification task is directly used as the feature extractor,
there is a poor generalization ability for recognizing the
intraclass target. Therefore, researchers have proposed some
end-to-end methods to train model weights to make the
model more suitable. Regarding retrieval tasks, currently,
the most prominent technique in the end-to-end network
model of image retrieval tasks is the image representation task
generated by Gordo et al. [31] based on twin networks. Gordo
et al. used a more powerful ResNet101 network model as a
feature extractor in feature extraction and aggregation algo-
rithms, and proposed a direct addition and aggregation of the
three descriptors, using L2 normalization to generate feature
vectors. The use of the ResNet101 model and multiresolution
is very simple and offers significant improvements without
increasing the descriptor length. Inspired by the algorithm
proposed by Gordo et al., this landmark dataset [9] is used
to fine-tune the VGG16 [14] model.

In summary, the CroW algorithm does not take into
account the effects of background or noise regions when
generating spatial weights. Under certain conditions, these
regions also have a high response in the convolution fea-
ture map, and weighting these image parts will reduce the
description ability of image features. At the same time,
the R-MAC algorithm does not consider the region weight
influence on the regional strategy and adds noisy data and
useless background information to the feature vector without
judgment. In addition, these two algorithms both extract
features of the last convolutional layer as feature vectors of
the image, disregard low-level features of the image, and lack
some fine-grained information [32] of the image. To solve or
alleviate these problems, this paper proposes an algorithm
named ML-RCroW for image retrieval.

3. ML-RCroW Feature Description Algorithm

The principles and processes of the ML-RCroW algorithm
are described in detail in this section. First, the network
framework of convolutional visual feature extraction and
description of the input image are introduced (Section 3.1).
Then, the generation of image target response weights is

introduced, including the specific generation process of
spatial weight S and the introduction of channel weights C
(Section 3.2). Finally, calculation of the regional weightwi for
multiple regions and the generation of final feature vectorMF
are introduced.

3.1. Convolutional Visual Feature Extraction. TheCNNvisual
feature is extracted using a pretrained VGG model with a
depth of 16 as the basic architecture. All the fully connected
layers of the VGG16 network model are discarded, and the
input of the original image size is kept free of the constraints
of the network model on the size of the input image.

Let I denote an input image that has M × N pixels. The
VGG16model is used to extract the excitation response of the
input layer in the layer l of the network, which is recorded as
the feature map 𝑋𝑙 ∈ 𝑅𝑊×𝐻×𝐾. The output of convolutional
featuremaps𝑋𝑙 can be arranged into a tensor with𝑊×𝐻×𝐾
dimensions, where H and W denote the height and width
of each feature map, and K denotes the number of feature
maps in that layer. In addition, the extracted feature maps
are passed through a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function to ensure nonnegative activation.

3.2. Target Response Weight. As show in Figure 1, the feature
map 𝑀 = ∑𝐾𝑘=1𝑋𝑙𝑘 can be obtained by adding 𝑋𝑙𝑘, where
k=1, 2,. . ., K and 𝑀 ∈ 𝑅𝑊×𝐻. There is a summation
activation response corresponding to𝑊×𝐻 feature maps in
the feature mapM. Experiments conducted in a study [33]
have demonstrated that the higher the activation response
of a particular position (i, j) is (corresponding to point P in
Figure 1), the greater the likelihood that the corresponding
region is the target. Therefore, the average value 𝑀 from
the activation response to all locations inM is determined.
With 𝑀 as the threshold, fuzzy marker determines which
spatial positions correspond to the target. The position (i, j)
where the activation response is higher than𝑀 is the possible
position of the target, and the mask map forM is calculated:

�̂�𝑖,𝑗 = {{{
1, if 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 > 𝑀
0, otherwise

(1)

where (i, j) corresponds to a specific position inM.
As shown in Figure 2, M̂ detected the contour area of the

target, but apparently M̂ lacked some details andmixed some
noise areas. For example, in the middle column of the second
and third rows, compared with the original image, some
details are lost in M̂, and M̂ in the middle column of the first
row contains noise regions on the left and right. Therefore,
some processing is required for M̂, repairing important detail
areas and removing suspected noise areas.

M̂ is essentially a binary image. In this paper, mask strat-
egy is used to blur the target position. The mask operation
proceeds as follows: mark the connected area on the binary
image, select the largest connected area, and delete other
scattered and small areas. After obtaining the maximum
connected area, the convex hull of M̂ is determined to ensure
that a larger part of the target area is in the connected area.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of feature map conversion.

Themodified M̂ (i.e., the last column of the image in Figure 3)
marks the target areamore accurately than the original M̂ and
discards the noise area. Compared with the CroW algorithm,
the convolution feature map is directly summed to obtain the
spatial weighted graph. This algorithm highlights the target
region, similar to preprocessing the target positioning, and
the target and noise areas are effectively segmented.

After M̂ blurring marks the target area, the area outside
the target area of the image is simply marked as 0, obviously
discarding the scene information that is not conducive to
image retrieval. To further increase the distinguishing ability
of image feature vectors, this paper combines the mask
map M̂ after the largest connected region with the feature
graphM to generate the final spatial weight. First, let the
feature aggregation graphM subtract the average value 𝑀,
and obtain a new feature map with negative, zero, or positive
numbers, denoted as �̃�. The positive part of �̃� is identified
as the response of the target area, and the negative part of �̃�
is identified as the response of the noise or background area.
Then, use the sigmoid function value (as shown in Figure 3)
from 0 to 1 and the increasing characteristics, giving a small
weight to the negative part of �̃�. The positive weighting part
of �̃�provides a largeweightweighting strategy, theweighting
part of the negative part and the target fuzzy estimation area
is directly given the weight 1/2. Finally, spatial weight map S
is calculated by the weighting strategy, wherein the value of
each spatial position is expressed as (i, j):

𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = {{{
12 , 𝑖𝑓 �̂�𝑖,𝑗 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̃� < 0
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (�̃�𝑖,𝑗) , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 (2)

where 𝑆 ∈ 𝑅𝑊×𝐻,𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑥) = 1/(1 + 𝑒−𝑥).
After obtaining the two-dimensional spatial weight map𝑋𝑙 of the feature map S, it can be applied to each channel

independently, and a new featuremapwith improvedweights
for each layer is obtained; that is, the feature is reaggregated
by𝑋𝑙𝑘 = 𝑋𝑙𝑘 × 𝑆.

Using the obtained spatial weight S and the channel
weights mentioned in [14], the channel weight is denoted as
C, where ∈ [1, 𝐾], weighted feature vectors𝑋𝑙𝑘 are generated:

𝑋𝑙𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 × 𝐶𝑘 × 𝑋𝑙𝑘𝑖𝑗 (3)

The feature vector of each spatial position is generated by
sum-pooling to generate a feature vector 𝐹𝑙 = {𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑘}:

𝑓𝑘 = 𝑊∑
𝑖=1

𝐻∑
𝑗=1

𝑋𝑙𝑘𝑖𝑗 (4)

3.3. Feature Description under Multiple Regions. Multiregion
structure generation is similar to the R-MAC algorithm.
Given the featuremap 𝑋𝑙, the area of width 2min(𝑊,𝐻)/(𝐿+1) is uniformly sampled on each scale, while the area of
each scale is allowed an approximate 40% overlap between
successive areas. Moreover, L = 1,2,3 is shown in Figure 4,
where three sizes of window sliding featuremaps 𝑋𝑙 are used,
respectively.

In this paper, based on the multiregion generated by R-
MAC, the spatial weight S of the target fuzzymarker is reused,
and the maximum normalization operation for S is limited
to the range of [0, 1], generating corresponding multiregion
weights, alleviating the effects of repeated superimposed
image chaos and background generation caused by equal
region weights. A new feature description vector is generated
by replacing the convolution maximum activation (MAC)
method in the R-MACwith a cross-weightingmethod. In this
process, it is necessary to calculate the regional spatial weight𝑆𝑅𝑖 , the regional channel weightC and the regional weightCk,
where Ck is calculated using the channel weights proposed in
[14].

Calculating the spatial weight 𝑆𝑅𝑖 under multiple regions:
in Section 3.2, the spatial weight map S of the entire feature
map 𝑋𝑙 is obtained, and the region 𝑆𝑅𝑖 can be directly divided
according to the region division.

Calculating the area weights under multiple regions wi:
in this paper, the known S is taken as a saliency map and
is denoted asA. Then, maximize the normalization of the
saliency maps so that each element p has a range such that,𝐴𝑝∈[0, 1]. In the R-MAC algorithm, the region R generated
by the rigid network depends on the spatial dimension of
the feature map 𝑋𝑙. In the R-MAC algorithm, the region
R generated by the rigid network depends on the spatial
dimension of the featuremap 𝑋𝑙. Since the spatial dimension
of the feature map remains in the saliency map A, the same
region R can be defined on the saliency map. Then, for each
region R, calculate the weight wi

𝑤𝑖 = max
𝑝∈𝑅𝑖

𝐴𝑃 (5)

and generate the new feature vector of the image

𝐹𝑗 = 𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑓𝑅𝑖

= [ 𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑤1𝑓𝑅𝑖,1 . . .
𝑁∑
𝑖=𝑙

𝑤𝑘𝑓𝑅𝑖,𝑘 . . .
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝐾𝑓𝑅𝑖,𝐾]
𝑇

(6)

where 𝑓𝑅𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑆𝑅𝑖 × 𝐶𝑘 × 𝑋𝑙𝑅𝑖,𝑘 , j is the number of layers
of the convolutional feature map, Fj is the sum-pooling
of the convolutional features, N is the number of divided
regions, and the final dimension of Fj is equal to the number
of feature channels K. This article extracts features from
multiple convolutional layers instead of using the final Fj
features for image retrieval. Using a simplemethod, this paper
connects multiple Fj features with different layers of different
resolutions into one vector. Figure 5 shows an illustration of
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Figure 3: Sigmoid function diagram.

the ML-RCroW feature extraction process. Finally, the ML-
RCroW feature can be expressed as

𝑀𝐹 = [𝐹1 . . . 𝐹𝑗 . . . 𝐹𝐿] (7)

4. Datasets and Assessment Methods

This experiment evaluated the performance of the ML-
RCroW algorithm on the Oxford 5k [33] and Paris6k [34]
benchmark datasets provided by the Oxford VGG group.

The Oxford5k dataset consists of 5,062 images, collected
from the Flickr dataset, and corresponds to 11 famous
landmarks at the University of Oxford. Among them, 55
query images are retained on 11 landmarks, and annotation
information is provided for evaluating search results for 55
retained query images. The benchmark files divide all the
search results into 4 categories: namely, good, ok, junk and
bad, of which good indicates that all the target objects appear

in the result, ok indicates that the target object appears
in more than 25% of the images, junk indicates that the
target object appears in less than 25% of the images, and
bad indicates that the target object does not appear. During
the evaluation period, only the good and ok categories in
the search results are used as the correct result (correlation
image), bad is used as the error result, and junk is ignored (the
images marked as junk do not affect the evaluation result).

The Paris6k dataset consists of 6,392 images, which
correspond to famous landmarks in Paris. Similar to the
Oxford5k dataset, 55 images were retained as query images,
but since the datasets were collected from the Internet, the
shooting environment corresponding to the same landmarks
varies greatly. Each landmark’s query image has a correspond-
ing benchmark file, and the benchmark file’s taxonomy is
consistent with the Oxford5k dataset.

The image retrieval experiments onOxford5k andParis6k
currently use themean average precision (mAP) of the search
images as the evaluation index.Thehigher themAP, the better
the performance.The two parameters involved in calculating
the mAP, namely, the recall rate and the precision rate, are
defined as follows:

𝑟 (𝑖𝑗) = 𝑥𝑦 × 100% (8)

𝑝 (𝑖𝑗) = 𝑥𝑗 × 100% (9)

Thefirst query image indicates the total number of images
returned by the search and the number of all related images.
Referring to the percentage of correct search results with
respect to the total number of correct results in the image
library, the percentage of correct results retrieved is given
as a percentage of the total results retrieved. The evaluation
index of image retrieval performance generally includes the
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Figure 4: Sampling different regions on the feature map at different scales.
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Figure 5: ML-RCroW algorithm extraction and encoding process.

precision and recall rates. The average precision (AP) of the
image is calculated as

𝐴𝑃 (𝑖) = 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑝 (𝑖𝑗)�𝑟 (𝑖𝑗) (10)

where �𝑟(𝑖𝑗) is the change value of the recall rate when the
number of returned images increases from j-1 to j, and n is
the total number of images in the image library. The average
of the AP of the image dataset is calculated as

𝑚𝐴𝑃 = ∑𝑚𝑖=1 𝐴𝑃 (𝑖)𝑚 (11)

where n is the sum of the images in the image dataset.

5. Results and Analysis

The experiment was divided into two parts. The first part
of the experiment was based on the VGG16 network model
for multilevel cascade experiments. The second part of the
experiment was based on the fine-tuned VGG16 network
model for multilevel cascade experiments.

Figure 6 shows the proposed block diagram, which
illustrates the flow of the entire image retrieval algorithm
by taking two layers of ML-RCroW features, namely, Pool4
and Pool5 layer feature aggregation as an example. For the
training dataset, the pretrained VGG16 network is used to
extract the characteristics of Pool4 and Pool5, and 512-
dimensional feature vectors are obtained. Then, the Pool4
layer feature and Pool5 layer feature are aggregated to obtain a
1024-dimensional feature vector, and finally, the dimension-
ality reduction operation is performed. For the query map,
features of the Pool4 and Pool5 layers are also extracted,
and the final feature vector of the query map is obtained by
aggregation reduction. Finally, the mAP value is used as an
evaluation index to measure the similarity between the query
image and image in the database.

The first part of the experiment used VGG16 as the
network model for feature extraction. Experiments were
performed on the Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets to verify the
validity of the ML-RCroW algorithm. First, the experiment
maintained the size of the original image of the Oxford5k
and Paris6k datasets without any processing. Then, the
experiment used the pretrained VGG16 network model to
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Figure 6: Block diagram of proposed research based on a fusion of multilayer feature.

extract the five-layer convolutional layer features in VGG16
(Conv1 2, Conv2 2, Conv3 3, Conv4 3, and Conv5 3, i.e.,
Pool1∼5) after the ReLU function. Finally, the extracted CNN
visual features were cascaded, and the generated feature
vectors were sequentially L2 normalized, PCA whitened, and
L2 normalized.

Regarding the PCA whitening parameters, the Oxford5k
dataset used the PCA and whitening parameters learned on
the Paris6k dataset, whereas the Paris6k dataset used the PCA
and whitening parameters learned on the Oxford5k dataset.
Additionally, to ensure fairness, the CroW algorithm used
the PCA and whitening parameters learned on the Oxford
105k dataset in [30]. In this experiment, the CroW algorithm

implemented the PCA and whitening parameters learned
using the Oxford5k dataset. At the end of the experiment, the
query expansion (QE) operationwas used to extend the query
to the image retrieval experiment.

The experiment extended theCroWalgorithm to theML-
CroW algorithm to examine the retrieval performance com-
parison between different dimensions.This step extracted the
CroW feature vector of each layer, performed the cascade
operation, and used the same PCA whitening parameter for
compression representation. Simultaneously, after a single
layer of characteristic experiments, it was found that the
Pool1 layer and the Pool2 layer had two obvious defects in
the experiment. First, the two layers of features occupied
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hundreds of GB of storage space, and the single-layer features
performed image retrieval tasks. The experimental precision
of these two features was also much lower than the latter
three-layer convolutional characteristics. Therefore, in sub-
sequent cascade feature experiments, the latter three layers
of the convolutional layer in the VGG16 network model were
mainly considered for experiments.

In the second part of the experiment, first, the con-
volutional architecture for fast feature embedding (Caffe)
framework was used to fine-tune the VGG16 on the fine-
tuning dataset so that the VGG16 network model had better
classification results when considering the buildings, and
the improvement occurred in the convolutional layer in the
network. The feature was more conducive to detecting the
detailed features of buildings. Second, the fine-tuned model
was applied to the image retrieval task, and the same strategy
as the first part of the experiment was used. Finally, the
advantages of the fine-tuning model in the image retrieval
tasks were summarized.

5.1. Retrieval Results of a Single Layer of ML-RCroW Features.
The performance of all single-layer feature generation ML-
RCroWdescriptors in the CNNmodel was tested to compare
the retrieval ability of multilayer features. Table 1 shows the
performance comparison of different convolution layers on
two standard datasets. The results show that when the ML-
RCroW descriptors were generated using different convolu-
tional layers, the image retrieval mAP value also increased
linearly with the increase in convolution depth. Also, the
lower layer features were several orders of magnitude weaker
than the higher layer features, and at the same time, there
were two obvious disadvantages in using lower layer features
(such as Pool1 and Pool2 layers) as image retrieval features.
First, the lower layer features are too general and lack high-
level semantic information about the target of the image.
Second, the lower layer features need to occupy more storage
space, which is computationally expensive and therefore
not suitable for image retrieval tasks. Therefore, in the
following experiments, from the perspective of storage and
computational power, the ML-RCroW algorithm discarded
features of the Pool1 and Pool2 layers and mainly selected
features extracted by the other three layers as considerations
for the cascaded features.

Table 2 shows the mAP values of the CroW algorithm
and the ML-RCroW algorithm on the two datasets after the
fine-tuningmodel. By comparing themAP values of the same
three-layer features of Table 1, it is obvious that the expression
of each layer is more powerful in the fine-tuning model. The
specific performance is that the mAP value of the Oxford5k
dataset had a 2% to 4% increase.The performancewasweaker
on the Paris6k dataset, but it also improved. Combining the
comparisons on the two datasets proves that when the dataset
is sufficient, making the corresponding fine-tuningmodel for
the benchmark dataset is a simple and effective measure.

5.2. Retrieval Results of Two Layers of ML-RCroW Feature
Fusion. This section verifies the effectiveness of the two-
layer feature fusion of the VGG16 network model. The
performance representations of theML-CroWalgorithm and

theML-RCroW algorithm in the retrieval task were analyzed
in three dimensions on the Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets.
Tables 3 and 4 show the experimental results of the two
algorithms in the VGG16 network model and the fine-tuning
networkmodel.The results show that the optimal results were
obtained when the dimensions of the Pool4 and Pool5 layers
were combined in the three fusion modes.

First, the performance of the single-layer features in
Table 1 with the cascading features was compared. To be
fair, the ML-RCroW feature vector was compressed to 512
dimensions using PCA compression and compared to the
ML-RCroW feature vectors of the same 512-dimensional
single-layer Pool5 and Pool4. The mAP values were 1.2% and
10.4% higher on the Oxford5k dataset, and the mAP values
were 0.9% and 4.8% higher on the Paris6k dataset. It can
be seen that the ML-RCroW algorithm was comparable in
the case of compression. Better performance than single-
layer features was especially evident in the Oxford5k dataset,
indicating that the two-layer feature fusion was better than
the single-layer feature representation.

Second, the image retrieval performances of the ML-
CroW and ML-RCroW algorithms with different cascaded
features in the two benchmark datasets were also compared.
The ML-RCroW algorithm was better than the ML-CroW
algorithm in different dimensions, and the ML-CroW algo-
rithm had a relatively large reduction in the expression
ability after PCA compression representation. For example,
when the Pool4 and Pool5 layer features were merged, the
256 dimensions on the Oxford5k dataset were 15% lower
than the 1024 dimensions but only 6.5% lower on the ML-
RCroW algorithm, showing that the ML-RCroW algorithm
effectively responds to the target area and that the image
context information is not easily lost. Even when the PCA
compression representation was expressed, the loss accuracy
was still in an acceptable range, which also indicates thatmost
of the information removed when using PCA compression
contains features that are invalid for image retrieval.

Finally, a two-layer feature fusion experiment was per-
formed in the fine-tuning model. In the optimal Pool4 and
Pool5 layer feature fusion, both ML-RCroW and ML-CroW
algorithms improved, but the ML-RCroW algorithm still
maintained a clear advantage over the contrast algorithm.

5.3. Retrieval Results of Three Layers of ML-RCroW Fea-
ture Fusion. Three-layer feature fusion experiments were
performed on the VGG16 network model and the fine-
tuning model. Tables 5 and 6 show the mAP results of
the cascaded feature vectors in the Oxford5k and Paris6k
datasets in the four dimensions of 1280, 1024, 512, and
256. Both tables show that both the ML-RCroW algorithm
and the ML-CroW algorithm exhibited better performance
than any single-layer feature, especially in Table 6. However,
comparing performance with the highest dimension 1280 in
Table 6 with the highest dimension 1024 of the two layers in
Table 3, it was found that the three-layer feature fusion does
not provide better performance under PCA compression.
By concatenating two-layer and three-layer features in the
Oxford5k dataset, the fused mAP values showed similar
performance. The mAP values of the two algorithms in the
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Table 1: mAP values of different layer features on two datasets.

Dataset Pool1 Pool2 Pool3 Pool4 Pool5
Oxford5k 9.4 20.9 46.3 64.2 73.4
Oxford5k+QE 11.1 24.5 52.5 73.6 78.2
Paris6k 15.0 32.8 62.4 77.1 81.0
Paris6k+QE 16.9 41.7 68.8 81.1 87.1

Table 2: mAP values of different layer features in the fine-tune model on two datasets.

Oxford5k Paris6k
Pool3 Pool4 Pool5 Pool3 Pool4 Pool5

CroW 46.0 67.3 77.2 60.6 75.3 82.0
ML-RCroW 48.9 69.8 79.3 64.1 78.3 81.7
CroW+QE 50.3 71.0 80.0 67.1 79.8 85.4
ML-RCroW+QE 54.8 75.6 83.4 69.8 82.2 85.5

Table 3: mAP values of different combinations of two layers on two datasets.

Pool4+Pool5 Pool3+Pool4 Pool3+Pool5
Dimension 1024 512 256 768 512 256 768 512 256
Oxford5k+ML-CroW 74.5 65.9 59.5 66.4 61.2 45.1 71.4 68.1 43.9
Oxford5k+ML-RCroW 76.8 74.6 70.3 69.1 67.2 61.2 73.4 73.9 71.3
Paris6k+ML-CroW 81.0 72.9 70.0 73.4 70.9 60.9 79.4 77.3 58.2
Paris6k+ML-RCroW 82.9 81.9 79.0 77.5 78.1 75.6 81.1 81.5 78.7

Table 4: mAP values of different combinations of two layers in the fine-tuning model on the two datasets.

Pool4+Pool5 Pool3+Pool4 Pool3+Pool5
Dimension 1024 512 256 768 512 256 768 512 256
Oxford5k+ML-CroW 77.3 67.5 61.4 67.0 61.3 46.7 76.4 70.9 46.0
Oxford5k+ML-RCroW 79.5 78.0 74.1 69.9 68.4 63.3 78.7 78.1 74.8
Paris6k+ML-CroW 82.1 75.5 73.9 75.2 73.7 64.7 80.9 78.2 60.6
Paris6k+ML-RCroW 83.5 82.2 80.0 78.2 78.6 77.1 82.3 82.1 80.1

Table 5: mAP values of different combinations of three layers on two datasets.

Dimension 1280 1024 512 256
Oxford5k+ML-CroW 74.5 72.5 61.3 44.9
Oxford5k+ML-RCroW 76.8 76.7 73.7 70.8
Paris6k+ML-CroW 80.7 79.0 70.9 60.7
Paris6k+ML-RCroW 83.0 83.7 81.9 79.1

Table 6: mAP values of different combinations of three layers in the fine-tune model on two datasets.

Dimension 1280 1024 512 256
Oxford5k+ML-CroW 76.9 73.3 61.9 47.3
Oxford5k+ML-RCroW 79.7 79.4 77.4 72.5
Paris6k +ML-CroW 81.9 80.4 73.5 64.4
Paris6k +ML-RCroW 83.6 83.9 82.4 80.2
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Table 7: Comparison of commonly used image retrieval methods on two common datasets.

CNN-based Method Dimension Oxford5k Paris6k
CNN-ss [8] 32-120k 55.6 69.7
Neural codes [9] 4096 54.5 38.6
OxfordNet [12] 256 53.3 67
SPoC [13] 256 58.9 -
CroW [14] 512 68.2 79.6
R-MAC [15] 512 66.9 83.0
ML-RCroW (one layer) 512 79.3 81.7
ML-CroW (aggregate two layers) 1024 77.3 82.1
ML-RCRoW (aggregate two layers) 1024 79.5 83.5
ML-CroW (aggregate three layers) 1280 76.9 81.9
ML-RCRoW (aggregate three layers) 1280 79.7 83.6

Paris6k dataset only slightly improved when compared to
previous results.

Obviously, the fusion of the three-layer features in this
VGG16 network model is not superior to the two-layer
feature, showing that the real impact on the retrieval in
the experiment was the Pool5 layer feature. The Pool3 and
Pool4 layer features provided relatively few features. The
effect of the search results, and in the case of three-layer
feature fusion, the comparison of the mAP values of the 1280
and 1024 dimensional features revealed that the cascaded
feature vector had comparable performance capabilities to
the two-layer feature, and the ML-RCroW algorithm when
compressed by PCA was only 0.1% lower on the Oxford5k
dataset and 0.7% on the Paris6k dataset. Finally, it can be
concluded that the Pool4 andPool5 layer fusion features show
optimal performance in the PCA compression mode and use
less storage space than the 3-layer feature in the retrieval
system.

5.4. Comparison with Current Commonly Used Retrieval
Algorithms. Tables 1–6 analyze the effects of ML-RCroW
single-layer features, two-layer feature fusion, and three-
layer feature fusion on image retrieval performance in the
case of fine-tuning and no fine-tuning. Table 1 shows the
image retrieval performance when using different layers
of ML-RCroW features. When the depth is increased, the
retrieval performance is also improved. The mAP values
of 78.2 and 87.1 are achieved on the Oxford5k and Paris6k
datasets, respectively.Therefore, this paper considers whether
the fusion of different layer features can improve retrieval
performance. It can be seen that as the number of layers of
feature fusion increases, the performance of image retrieval
is better. In the fusion of the two layers, the fusion of the
Pool4 layer and the Pool5 layer can reach the highest mAP
value, and the mAP values of 76.8 and 82.9 are achieved on
the Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets, respectively. In the case
of three-layer ML-RCroW feature fusion, the performance of
image retrieval is only slightly improved compared with the
result of two-layer feature fusion.ThemAP values of 76.8 and
83.7 were achieved on the Oxford 5k and Paris6k datasets,
respectively.These results show that the method of this paper
can effectively capture the basic image features.

Table 7 compares the ML-RCroW algorithm with other
deep learning image retrieval methods, including CNN-
ss [8], neural code [9], OxfordNet [12], SPoC [13], CroW
[14], and R-MAC [15]. Table 7 shows that the ML-RCroW
algorithm proposed in this paper maintained good retrieval
performance both in the Oxford 5k and Paris6k datasets.
These results show that the ML-RCroW algorithm can effec-
tively capture the basic features of the image, especially on
the Oxford5k dataset. Similarly, the ML-RCroW algorithm
does not consider lower-level features (such as Pool1 and
Pool2 layer features) and significantly improves image feature
vector space storage.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Aiming at the problemof insufficient semantic representation
of images by single-layer convolutional features, an ML-
RCroW algorithm for generating feature vectors using multi-
layer feature aggregation is proposed for image retrieval. ML-
RCroW is simultaneously tested on two benchmark datasets
of buildings, and the effectiveness and robustness of the ML-
RCroW algorithm are verified.

There are two research priorities for the future. First,
we can consider using a hash algorithm to further reduce
the dimensions of the feature vector based on the existing
feature vectors. Second, for large-scale image data, the CNN
feature map is not necessary for a complete image feature
representation. Adding traditional local features as auxil-
iary and supplemental components to CNN features should
be considered to further improve the performance of the
retrieval system.
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